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Multifrequency gravitational wave detection

High Frequency (10-103 Hz): ground based interferometers (Einstein

Telescope, Cosmic Explorer, NEMO)

Low Frequency (10-5-10-2 Hz): space based interferometers (LISA,

TianQin, DECIGO)

Very Low Frequency (nanoHz): pulsar timing techniques

Extremely Low Frequency (femtoHz): CMB B-mode primordial background
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GW190412: asymmetric BBH merger, higher order modes

GW190425: second BNS merger

GW190521: first observed IMBH, ~150 Mʘ

GW190814: secondary object either NS or BH

GW200105, GW200115: NSBH mergers

Gravitational wave: exceptional events in O3



GWTC-1 (LVC 2019)

- 11 events in O1+O2 (1 BNS+ 10 BBH)

GWTC-2 (LVC 2021)

- 39 events in O3a (36 BBH + 3 with 

one/two NS)

GWTC-2.1 (LVC 2021)

- Deeper O3a list, 8 new BBH

GWTC-3 (LVC 2021)

- 35 events in O3b (p >0.5, 32 BBH + 

3 NSBH)

Total: 90 events

Gravitational wave: event catalogs



Advanced interferometers: results

- First observations of BBH mergers

- Observation of a new population of BH with high masses

- BBH mass and spin distributions, merger rate versus redshift

- First observations of a BNS merger

- Link between BNS and GRB and between BNS and kilonovae

- Constraints on NS tidal deformability and EoS

- Tests on the higher order modes GW emission

- General Relativity tests: GW propagation, PPN….

- Gravitational measurement of Hubble constant (standard siren)

- Multimessenger astronomy with electromagnetic observatories

(counterpart detected for GW170817 only)



Multimessenger astronomy: GW170817

LVC 2017 Makhathini+ 2021



Multimessenger astronomy: follow-up

GW170817, ~40 Mpc, ~28 deg2 GW190425, ~169 Mpc, ~8284 deg2

Pozanenko+ 2019

GW190521, Graham+ 2020

J1249+3449



S. Vitale, G1901904
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CBC at 160 Mpc, 5 interferometers : ~10 deg2 resolution

Sky localization, mid-2020s

Fairhurst 2012



Third generation interferometers: Einstein Telescope (Europe)

Triangle configurations with 10 km arms

Underground construction  to reduce Newtonian Background

Cryogenic test masses to reduce thermal noise



Third generation interferometers: Cosmic Explorer (US)

Two surface sites, 40km and 20km arm length

Standard noises (seismic, Newtonian, thermal etc) known

Starting at room temperature with A+/post-O5 technology



PRL 118 (2017) 151105

Third generation interferometers: sensitivities



LIGO T2000037

Science reach of Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer

LIGO G2000035

Complementary to LISA space based interferometer



Lueck, GWADW2019

Focus on cryogenic challenges

> 2035 > 2035



Thermal noise and cryogenics

Thermal noise power spectral density (Saulson 1990):

Materials with low mechanical loss

Operation at low temperatures

Materials, components and systems → UHV and cryogenic compatible

Pionereed by KAGRA in a large interferometer



Mirrors and coatings

Bulk thermal noise: Brownian noise, thermoelastic noise

Coating thermal noise: Brownian, thermo-refractive, thermoelastic..

Hofmann GWADW2013



Low temperature properties of materials

Thermal conductivity: heat links, fibers

Thermal expansion: mechanical stress, mirror heating, different expansion

of bonded components

KAGRA, GWADW2019



Large number of components: pendulums, cantilevers, actuators, coils, glued magnets,

cables (RP, ET-026-09)

Suspension systems



Creep at cryogenic temperatures

Suspension wires/fibers, cantilever blades…

Generally only transient creep investigated→

Long term testing necessary (RP, ET-0102A-10)

Extrapolation from RT not possible

Wagner 1991, 18Ni 200 grade maraging, RT and -170
0
CReed, Walsh 2017, 77K and 4 K, 0.1 to 4 x 10

4 

min



Low temperature cabling/wiring

Signal cabling, power cabling, coils, LVDTs….

Requirements: low thermal conductivity, low electrical resistivity, high flexibility, low

outgassing (Kapton, Pyre-ML, Gore-Tex, alumina), robustness against thermal

cycling

Optimization of conductor size and mechanical modeling required (T0900627)



Magnets and adhesives

Coil-magnet actuators, antisprings..

Candidate magnets: SmCo (ET-0004A-11)

Strnat+ 1985

Candidate adhesives:

- Ceramic, down to a few Kelvin (Lee+

2005, Gerstl+ 2014)

- Epoxies: down to LN2 temperature

(Silvera+ 2001)



UHV contamination at low temperature

Miyoki+ 2000: 10 K mirror reflectance constant within ±5 ppm over 1 mo

Miyoki+ 2001: 10 K mirror reflectance decreasing at 0.12 ppm/day over 2mo

Hasegawa+2019: molecular adsorbed layer formation (H
2
0), 27±1.9 nm/day

Miyoki+ 2001 Hasegawa+ 2019



Multifrequency gravitational wave observations

Synergy of ground based interferometers and space based interferometers

Sesana 2016

Jani+ 2019



Gravitational wave detection in space

TianQin: ~105 km arm length, 2030sLISA:  2.5x106 km arm length, 

> 2035 (Pathfinder proof)



Gravitational wave detection in space

Massive, supermassive 

binaries

Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals

Resolvable Galactic binaries



Gravitational wave detection in space: Galactic binaries

LISA verification binaries (Kupfer+ 2018) Cataclysmic variables (RP 2020)



Multimessenger investigations in late 2030s

ESO

Extremely large telescopes

Ground and space

based interferometers



Conclusions

2030s: multifrequency GW detection with synergy of third generation ground

based interferometers and space based interferometers

Multimessenger investigations of astrophysical sources with follow-up by

large facilities

Experimental approaches in progress


